LOW COST CALLS AND LINE RENTAL

 no expensive diallers or PBX reprogramming or

On Telecom offers a fully-integrated service for both low

the need to prefix calls with a code

cost fixed line calls and your line rental, all on one bill.

 no new line required or change of number on a

Now there is no need to have a separate BT bill as

transferred line

we will provide you with a single bill and a service that will
offer you:

 all extensions will be covered so there will be

 significantly lower charges
 reduced administration costs
 full management reporting
 itemised and cost centre billing
 the ability to access information online and in
real time
On Telecom offers Carrier Pre-Selection and direct access
connectivity and can provide new lines or transfer all
your current line rental charges for analogue, ISDN 2
and ISDN 30 lines.

no 'leakage' back to BT that could incur higher
call charges
 optional lower cost business line rental package
 one fully-itemised bill for all your telecoms
services and detailed management reports
supporting full cost centre billing
 no hidden charges or call set up fees
 call-by-call override facility to allow you to
make calls on other companies' networks,
including BT, providing full service redundancy
 alternative indirect access using 4-digit number

Carrier Pre-Selection

still available for multi account billing

Carrier Pre-Selection (CPS) routes customers’ calls

 Ten day 'cooling off' period after signing, should

onto a high quality alternative network to BT without

you change your mind

the need for installing special routers or prefixing

 no installation costs, no connection or

calls with a PIN code.

disconnection charges

With CPS, the local BT exchange is programmed to
recognise automatically that calls from a particular
line need to be routed via an alternative supplier.
What are the benefits of CPS?
Principally, CPS provides you with significant savings
on your landline calls with competitive discounts for
high volume use.
Switching to CPS is easy and our highly experienced
provisioning team will ensure the following:
 competitive tariffs offering significant savings
over BT and other carrier networks
 guaranteed high quality service over Tier 1
networks

We take away the headache of managing your day to day
business communications

Direct access

What are the benefits of a digital service?

For larger corporate users, a direct access service is
A digital service supplies you with greater capacity,
available through the installation of a direct
normally using existing infrastructure installed at
connection from your premises via our Tier 1 network and
your premises. This provides you with:
cable providers.
 greater capacity for more callers to use the
Lower cost per minute charges and lower line rentals than
same telephone line to make calls
BT based services are achieved.
 fast data speeds to ensure cost-effective
What are the benefits of transferred line
data connectivity for internet access, file
rental?
transfer and email
When we take over the management of your BT line,
 call charges only being incurred when the
you will have the peace of mind in knowing that you
line is in active use
will benefit from:
 digital select services such as call barring,
 lower rental fees
forwarding and conference calling providing
 a complete set of network features similar
you with enhanced control and flexibility
to those offered by BT
 a cost-effective alternative for any business
 a full and responsive maintenance service
requiring high-speed data transfer where
with lower charges
an ADSL broadband service is not available
Analogue
What else does On Telecom offer?
Single or multi-line analogue lines can be installed
As a communication service provider offering a ‘oneas new or transferred lines from BT. Line rental is
stop-shop’, we can provide you with a real
lower, we offer a similar feature set to BT and the
opportunity to integrate your fixed and mobile
transfer of your telephone service is quick and
services to increase the efficiency and reduce the
seamless.
overall cost of all your communication services.
ISDN Digital
On Telecom can offer you:
ISDN is a completely digital telecommunications
 fixed line calls and line rental
network for high-speed transmission of voice and
 non-geographic numbers
data, using the standard analogue telephone lines
 private circuits( Ethernet) and WAN solutions
that are present in most homes and business
 mobile data solutions
premises.
 DSL internet connectivity
The two most popular options available are:
 dedicated internet connectivity
 ISDN2, providing a maximum of
 Telephone systems and networking hardware
2 x 64 kbps channels. These can be used
CONTACT US
separately for voice and data or as one 128
For more information on any of our services or how
kbps high-speed data channel
On Telecom can help you increase productivity and
 ISDN30, providing a minimum of

reduce your communication costs, please contact us on

8 x 64 kbps digital channels up to a

08444 931 441 or email us at

maximum of 30 channels per 2 Mbit bearer.

sales@ontelecomuk.com

